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Find a subject-by-subject training Find an overview of certification for a training event Plan for an exam Prepare for an exam Before taking an AWS certification exam, we recommend you have hands-on experience with relevant AWS products and services. We offer the following resources to complement your experience and help you prepare for AWS certification. Browse each
collection, with review guides, links to exam planning, and more - and start today! Curious about how to pass your AWS certification exam? We offer flexible and convenient options for taking exams so you can choose what works best for you. Find out more. Learn the basics of the cloud and best practices Review the review guide, which contains the broad outlines of the content
and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide In addition, review the sample questions, which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download the sample of questions Get Ready with virtual exam preparation training Join one of our free AWS certification exam
preparation webinars. These live webinars led by AWS accredited instructors will help you prepare for AWS certification exams by exploring key exam topics, as well as identifying specific areas to study. Find a webinar Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up for aws.training schedule your exam now Learn how to design highly available systems Prepare for
your AWS certification exam with training on exam readiness by training aws exam preparation focuses on teaching on how to interpret exam questions and allocate your study time. Our exam preparation: AWS Certified Solutions Architect - The associated course is offered in several formats: classroom training for learning and engaging in a physical or virtual classroom with an
AWS-accredited instructor Free Digital Training for Learning When and where it is convenient for you Free Webinars for a presentation of an AWS-accredited instructor followed by a live course Q and A The course reviews examples of exam questions in each area and how to interpret the concepts tested so that you can more easily eliminate incorrect answers. Find the option that
works best for you. Find training in Take a free digital training Find a webinar Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up for aws.training Schedule your exam now Learn to automate applications, networks and systems Review the review guide, which contains the outline of the content and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to
identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide In addition, review the sample questions, which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download Sample Questions A new version of the Certified Administrator SysOps aws - Associate Review is coming up in 2021. Find out more. Finally, review the review study guide for AWS SysOps
Certified Administrator - Associate Review. Written by AWS experts, this book prepares you to demonstrate your networking skills in a review framework, covering the objectives of the exam while guiding you through hands-on exercises based on situations you will likely encounter as a SysOps AWS Certified Administrator. From deployment, management and operations to
migration, data flow, cost control and beyond, this guide will help you internalize the processes and best practices associated with AWS. Purchase the official exam study guide Prepare for your AWS certification exam with AWS exam readiness training The exam readiness training focuses on interpreting exam questions and allocating your study time. Our exam preparation:
SysOps AWS Certified Administrator - The Associate Course is offered in several formats: classroom training for learning and engaging in a physical or virtual classroom with an instructor accredited by the AWS Free Digital Training to learn when and where it is convenient for you free webinars for a presentation of an AWS accredited instructor followed by a live course Q and A
The course reviews examples of exam questions in each area and how to interpret the concepts tested so that you can more easily eliminate incorrect answers. Find the option that works best for you. Find a classroom training Take a free digital training Find a webinar Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up at aws.training Schedule your review now uses
DevOps practices to develop and maintain AWS Review applications review guide, which contains the outline of the content and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide In addition, review the sample questions, which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download
the sample of questions Get ready for your AWS certification exam with AWS exam readiness training. Our exam preparation: AWS Certified DevOps Engineer - Professional course, available in class and in free digital training, teaches you how to interpret exam questions, apply exam concepts and allocate your study time. The course reviews the examples of exam questions on
each subject and explains how to interpret the concepts tested to help you more easily eliminate Incorrect. Our training is built by AWS experts, so the content is up to date with the latest best practices. Find a classroom education Do free digital training Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up at aws.training Schedule your review now Design and implement
AWS Architectures Review review guide, which contains the outline of the content and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide Also, review the which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download the Sample Questions Finally, review the official review study guide
for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking - Specialized Review. Written by AWS experts, this book prepares you to demonstrate your networking skills in a review framework, covering the objectives of the exam while guiding you through hands-on exercises based on situations you will likely encounter once you are AWS certified in advanced networking. Buy the official exam
study guide Get ready for your AWS certification exam with AWS exam preparation training. We will teach you how to interpret exam questions and how to allocate your study time. Our training is developed by us, so the content is up to date with the latest best practices. Our exam preparation: AWS Certified Advanced Network - A specialized course is offered in classroom or free
digital training format. The course reviews examples of exam questions in each area, and covers advanced networking concepts to help you prepare for the exam. Find a classroom education Take the free digital training schedule of your exam Now Develop Skills for Alexa Devices On the last day to pass the AWS Certified Alexa Skill Builder - Specialized Certification Exam is
March 22, 2021. Find out more. Review the exam guide, which contains the broad outlines of the content and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide In addition, review the sample questions, which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download the sample of
questions Get ready for your AWS certification exam with AWS exam readiness training. Our exam preparation: AWS Certified Alexa Skill Builder - The specialized course teaches you how to interpret exam questions, apply the concepts tested by the exam and allocate your study time. The course reviews sample exam questions on each topic and explains how to interpret the
concepts tested to help you more easily eliminate incorrect answers. Our training is built by AWS experts, so the content is up to date with the latest best practices. Do free digital training Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up at aws.training Schedule your review now Learn the processes and best practices to secure the AWS Review Guide platform which
contains the outline of the content and the target audience for the certification exam. Self-assessment to identify your knowledge or skills gaps. Download the review guide In addition, review the sample questions, which demonstrate the format of the questions used in the exam. Download the sample of questions Get ready for your AWS certification exam with AWS exam
readiness training. Our exam preparation: AWS Certified Security - Specialized course, offered in class and free digital training, teaches you how to interpret exam questions, how to apply test the exam and allocate your study time. The course reviews sample exam questions on each topic and explains how to interpret the concepts tested to help you more easily eliminate
incorrect answers. Our training is built by AWS experts, so the content is up to date with the latest best practices. Find a classroom education Do free digital training Test your online knowledge in an expired environment. Sign up for aws.training Schedule your exam now Find a subject-by-subject training Find an overview of certification for a training event Plan an exam Prepare
for a back to AWS certification exam helps learners build credibility and confidence by validating their cloud expertise with an industry-recognized benchmark and organizations identify qualified professionals to lead cloud-based initiatives. Benefits and validation of certification Are there mandatory training or exam requirements to pass an AWS certification exam? Training is
recommended as part of your preparation for certification, but is not required to obtain certification. Go here to find the role-based learning path that's good for you. Which AWS certification suits me the most? To learn more about each AWS certification exam, click here. To learn more about the benefits of AWS certification, visit here. How do I register for an AWS certification
exam? To sign up for an exam, log on to aws.training and click Certification in the top navigation. Then click the AWS certification account button, followed by the new schedule review. Find the exam you want to take and click either on the PSI schedule or the Pearson VUE button. You will then be redirected to the test delivery service provider's planning page, where you will
complete your exam registration. What is the policy of recovery? Applicants who do not pass the exam must wait 14 days before being eligible for the exam. There is no limit to attempts at examination until the tester has passed. For each exam attempt, the full registration price must be paid. Candidates for beta tests are eligible for a single attempt. When will I get my exam
results? At the end of your exam, you will receive a pass or failure notification on the test screen. Most of our exams use a scale scoring method. You will receive an email confirming the completion of your exam. Your detailed results will be within five business days of the completion of your exam on your AWS certification account as part of previous exams. Our practice exams,
as well as the AWS Cews Networking Certified Specialized Examinations - Specialty and AWS Certified Big Data - use the original percentage rating method. You will receive an email after completing your exam, which includes your detailed exam results. Within five business days of the end of your exam, your AWS certification account will have a record of the results of your
previous exams. Beta Beta results are generally available 90 days (13 weeks) or less from the end of the beta exam. You will be notified by email once the results of your exam are available in your AWS certification account. Is there an option to postpone my exam if I can't make my scheduled appointment? Yes. You can cancel or postpone your exam up to 24 hours before your
scheduled appointment at no extra cost. To postpone or cancel your exam, go to your AWS certification account and click the Manage PSI exam button or manage Pearson VUE exams. If you've planned with PSI, click the Show Details button on the planned exam you want to manage. If you've planned with Pearson VUE, you can select the scheduled exam you want to manage
from the Upcoming Dates menu. Once you reach the window 24 hours before your scheduled appointment, you will not be able to cancel or postpone your exam. If you miss your exam appointment, you will waive the exam fee and will not be eligible for a refund. You will not be able to re-register for the exam until 24 hours after the missed exam. Missing the exam does not result
in failure. Please note that you can only postpone twice after making an initial appointment. If you want to postpone a third time, you must cancel and schedule a new appointment. The rescheduling limit will apply to the new appointment. Exam appointments cannot be cancelled less than 24 hours before your appointment. How can I check a person's certification status? To verify
an AWS certification, ask the employee for an AWS Certification digital badge link. Through Credly's Acclaim platform, we provide digital badges to anyone who earns AWS certification to support recognition and verification. Each AWS digital certification badge has the opportunity to verify it, which verifies and displays the issuer date as well as the issuer (AWS Training and
Certification). Links to AWS digital certification badges are unique for each AWS certified person. Digital badges can also be linked from social media profiles or on personal websites. You can also check a digital certificate using the validation number at the bottom right of an AWS certification certificate. Employees download certificates from their AWS certification account. Once
you have the validation number, you can check the certification. Are there any benefits available to AWS certified people? In addition to validating your technical skills, AWS Certification offers you advantages to help you showcase your accomplishments and advance your AWS expertise. Check out the AWS Certification Benefits page for a full list of benefits. What are AWS
Certification digital badges? AWS Certification provides digital badges as an advantage of earning an AWS certification to present certification status. We provide digital badges via Credly Credly's Acclaim platform flexible options for recognition and verification. You can enjoy sharing a one-click badge on social media news feeds, tools to embed verifiable badges on websites or
electronic signatures, and an optional public profile with all AWS certification badges earned. Find out more. What AWS certification exams are available to take to your home or office with online proctoring? Online proctoring is available for all AWS certification exams when you plan with Pearson VUE or PSI. Learn more about the options for taking the AWS certification exams.
Why should I consider AWS Certified? AWS certification helps learners build credibility and trust by building on their cloud expertise with industry-recognized credentials and organizations identify qualified professionals to lead cloud initiatives using AWS. Which AWS certification suits me the most? To learn more about each AWS certification exam, click here. To learn more about
the benefits of AWS certification, visit our benefits page. How do I become an AWS certified? You must obtain a pass score through a proctored exam to obtain an AWS certification. After receiving a pass mark, you will receive your certification certificates. How long will my certification be valid? What is the difference between an exam and a certification? An exam is a test that
validates a person's technical knowledge of AWS products and services. A certification is a reference that you earn by passing an exam. This credentials are a digital badge and a title that you can use on your business cards and other business warranties to designate you as an AWS certified. We offer beta reviews to ensure that a new review meets our quality bar before the full
release of production. Candidates have the opportunity to take the most recent exams first. If the beta is successful, candidates who have passed the exam will be among the first to hold the new certification. Find out what will soon happen to AWS certification, including the available beta exams, here. I'm an American veteran. Are my review fees eligible for reimbursement of the
IG bill? Yes. Any eligible U.S. Veteran covered by an IG bill with an education provision may submit a claim for reimbursement to veterans for the AWS certification exams that took place after December 10, 2015. To qualify, you must purchase your exam through your AWS certification and submit the claim for reimbursement goes. The VA will only pay for the examination fee.
The costs of preparing for certification (e.g., training courses or practice exams) are non-refundable. Find out more. I'm an American veteran. Are my AWS training course fees also eligible for reimbursement of the IG bill? No. Only AWS certification exam fees are eligible. Find out more. I'm a minor. Am I eligible to take an AWS certification exam? Applicants must be 13 years of
age or older to pass an AWS certification exam. For candidates between the ages of 13 and 17, please see the answer to the question Is there a special process for testing candidates under the age of 18? Applicants between the ages of 13 and 17 are allowed to take AWS certification exams with the consent of their parent or legal guardian. Applicants must be at least 13 years
old at the time of an exam. This special process is described below: 1. Create an AWS Certification Account: The parent or legal guardian must create an AWS certification account for their teen candidate, and the account must be in the name of the teen candidate. After the account is created, the parent or legal guardian must select the My Profile tab, followed by the
Identification subset below. On the next page, they should note the login ID (AWSXXXXXXXXXXX) for their teen candidate; this will be necessary in Step 2 below. 2. Open a customer support case: The parent or legal guardian must then open a customer support file with AWS Training and Certification here. In order to avoid delays in processing their teen's test applications, the
parent or legal guardian must enter the following information in the fields of the case form Firstname: Enter the surname of the parent/legal guardian Last name: Enter the surname of the parent / legal guardian Company surname: Enter the adolescent candidate Address First and last name email: Enter the e-mail address of the parent/legal guardian Country/Region: Select your
country/region applicable Phone: Enter the phone number of the parent or legal guardian Survey type: Select Certification Additional details: Select Planning/Accommodation How can we help you? Enter the phrase Teen Candidate immediately followed by the adolescent candidate's AWS certification account login ID Please note. If a teenager (13-17 years old) drops the initial
ticket, they will have to ask their parent or legal guardian to submit a new ticket filled correctly to start the process. 3. Fill out a consent form: AWS Customer Support will respond to your customer support case with other instructions. They will also provide a parental/legal consent form that must be completed by the adolescent applicant and the parent/legal guardian who will
accompany him or her to their scheduled appointment. Respond to the customer support email with the completed consent form attached to it. 4. After the consent form is approved, help plan the review: Approximately 5 to 7 business days after receiving the consent form, AWS client support will notify the parent or legal guardian if further information is required, or if the consent
form is approved. After receiving this of the approved form, the parent/legal guardian can then help the adolescent candidate plan an AWS certification exam. They can do this by logging into their AWS certification account and choosing Pearson VUE as their test delivery provider for the appropriate examination. 5. 5. Appropriate identification steps on the day of the exam
appointment: The adolescent candidate must present photo identification. School identification is acceptable. The parent/legal guardian who is identified on the consent form must accompany the adolescent candidate to the test centre and provide a valid government-issued identification that matches the name on the consent form, as well as a copy of the consent form. The
parent/legal guardian must sign the diary sheet next to the candidate's signature in order to verify the identity of the candidate. The parent/legal guardian is not allowed to wait in the test centre once the admission process is complete. Because certification examination policies often change, the above scheduling process must be repeated, and a new consent form must be
completed and submitted for each AWS certification exam conducted by a teenage candidate. Do I have to sign an agreement before I take an AWS certification exam? To maintain the safety and value of the certification program, you must agree to the terms of the AWS certification program agreement when you register for your exam appointment and before you begin the
certification exam. The AWS Certification Program Agreement applies to all exams. It sets out the participation requirements, responsibilities, testing rules and consequences of the AWS Certification Program for non-compliance. Penalties for non-compliance include cancelling the results of any AWS certification exam, revoking any AWS certification, requiring you to resume an
examination, terminating your rights under the AWS Certification Program Agreement, and prohibiting you from participating in the AWS certification program. All content of the AWS certification exam, including, without limitation, all questions, answers and/or diagrams are the exclusive and confidential property of Amazon Web Services (AWS). They cannot be copied,
reproduced, modified, published, downloaded, displayed, transmitted or distributed in any way without AWS' express written permission. The AWS certification program agreement must be officially certified and maintain a valid certification. What is the best way to certify a group of people? You can purchase AWS certification exam vouchers, which eliminates the need for
candidates to have to pay when planning their exam. They will simply enter a voucher code when planning examinations at the Pearson VUE or PSI. For more information, click here. How do I buy exam vouchers? The vouchers are available for purchase at any time Online. For more information, click here. Are there mandatory training or exam requirements to pass an AWS
certification exam? Training is recommended as part of your preparation for certification, but is not required to obtain certification. Go to aws.amazon.com/training find your own role-playing path. For professional and specialized certifications, it is but does not require candidates to hold AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner certification and/or associate-level certification. What is the
best way for me to prepare for my exam? The best preparation for certification exams is practical experience. We recommend six months to two years of hands-on experience using AWS. We also offer training and equipment to help you prepare. Check out the AWS certification preparation page for recommended training, practical exams, exam guides, white papers, sample
questions and other resources. How do I know which services and features are covered by an exam? AWS Certification does not publish a list of all the services and/or features that are covered by a certification exam. However, the review guide for each review lists the current areas and objectives covered by the review. You can find exam guides here. Are there any practice
reviews available? Yes, practice exams are available for all current basic, associate and professional exams, as well as most of our specialized exams. The practice exams will allow you to test your online knowledge in an expired environment, and experience the exam format and platform before taking the full exam. How do I buy a practical exam? Practice exams can be
purchased from our exam delivery providers through your AWS certification account. Basic and associate practice exams are $20 and professional and specialized practice exams are $40. Buying a practical exam gives you just one attempt. How long will I have access to my practice exam? Access to the practice exam will expire after 180 days, and once the practice exam is
initiated, you will have 30 days to complete the exam, or until the allotted practice exam time expires. You can pause your practice exam by closing your exam browser. The selection of the final test will mark the full exam and it cannot be restarted. What feedback will I get from my practice review? After completing your practice exam, you will receive a score report email with
high-level feedback to help you understand how you rated on the content of the exam covered in the practice exam. Responses to the practice exam are not provided to the tester. You can use the exam guide in conjunction with your scorecard to help you prepare for the exam. How do I sign up for an AWS certification exam? To register for an exam, aws.training and click
Certification in higher navigation. Then click the AWS certification account button, followed by the new schedule review. Find the exam you want to take and click either on the PSI schedule or the Pearson VUE button. You will then be redirected to the test delivery service provider's planning page, where you will complete your exam registration. Where can I take an AWS
certification exam? How much does an AWS certification exam cost? The cloud practitioner exam is $100. Usd. exams are $150. Professional and specialized exams are $300. You can renew your certification by using your 50% discount coupon code to take the current full exam at 50% off. Please note that taxes (such as value-added tax) may apply. What is the policy of
recovery? Applicants who do not pass the exam must wait 14 days before being eligible for the exam. There is no limit to attempts at examination until the tester has passed. For each exam attempt, the full registration price must be paid. Candidates for beta tests are eligible for a single attempt. Is there an option to postpone my exam if I can't make my scheduled appointment?
Yes. You can cancel or postpone your exam up to 24 hours before your scheduled appointment at no extra cost. To postpone or cancel your exam, go to your AWS certification account and click either the Manage PSI exams or Manage Pearson VUE exams button. If you've planned with PSI, click the Show Details button on the planned exam you want to manage. If you've
planned with Pearson VUE, you can select the scheduled exam you want to manage from the See you to come menu. Once you reach the window 24 hours before your scheduled appointment, you will not be able to cancel or postpone your exam. If you miss your exam appointment, you will waive the exam fee and will not be eligible for a refund. You will not be able to re-register
for the exam until 24 hours after the missed exam. Missing the exam does not result in failure. Please note that you can only postpone twice after making an initial appointment. If you want to postpone a third time, you must cancel and schedule a new appointment. The rescheduling limit will apply to the new appointment. Exam appointments cannot be cancelled less than 24 hours
before your appointment. How can I arrange special accommodation for my exam? Special accommodations will be arranged with the test delivery provider before you sign up for your exam. PSI and Pearson VUE do not share the details of the accommodation request, so the appropriate documentation will need to be provided to the test delivery provider with whom you wish to
test. To start, log in to aws.training and click Certification in Higher Navigation. Then click the AWS certification account button, followed by hosting to the application exam. This page will provide you with instructions on how to submit your hosting requests to the test you choose. Where can I find a test centre near my home? I have a certification exam voucher. Which supplier can
I use it with? The review vouchers (partial reduction or full value of the exam) are valid for a single use, and you can choose to use this voucher with PSI or Pearson VUE, unless otherwise stated at the time your voucher was received. There are a few exceptions: any good receipt from psi customer support can be be used with PSI Any good receipt from Pearson VUE customer
support can only be used with Pearson VUE Any good receipt from AWS customer support can only be used with the test delivery provider with which you have chosen to test if I want to buy a practical exam voucher, or if I already have one, with which supplier can I use it? Although practice exam vouchers are not available for sale via Xvoucher, they can be purchased directly
from the PSI and exchanged by it. Please contact PSI for instructions on how to purchase practice exam vouchers. Please note that these practice exam vouchers are not transferable and can only be exchanged at PSI. Practical review vouchers are not available for purchase from Pearson VUE. How many questions do I need to answer correctly to get a success score? AWS
certification success scores are determined using statistical analysis and can be changed. AWS does not publish exam scores because exam questions and pass marks are updated to reflect changes in test forms as the content is updated. How often are exams updated? AWS Certification regularly rotates questions that adhere to the review guide. Major review revisions,
including changes to a review guide, will be made public. The review guide for each exam lists the current topics covered by the exam. You can find exam guides here. When AWS launches a new product or service, how soon will it appear on the exam? A new product, service or feature should generally be available (GA) for 6 months before it appears on a certification exam.
Note that this only applies to certification exams, not training: training will cover new services and features more quickly. The AWS certification team wants to ensure that candidates have sufficient time to work with new services and features before being evaluated for new equipment. How do I know which services and features are covered by an exam? AWS Certification does not
publish a list of all the services and/or features that are covered by a certification exam. However, the review guide for each review lists the current areas and objectives covered by the review. You can find exam guides here. An existing service or feature has changed. How will this be reflected in my review? The AWS certification team will replace the exam questions that will be
affected by the change. How do I respond to a which, in my face, has been affected by a change of service or functionality? Choose the best answer available from the question options. Are practice and online exams rated in the same way? No. Practice exams are graded based on the correct percentage. For example, if you answer 16 of the 20 practice exam questions correctly,
your score is 16/20 or 80%. Practice exams are useful preparation tools that can help you assess your readiness for a certification exam. However, the passage of a practice review does not you will pass the certification exam. Notes on live certification exams are listed as a score of 100 to 1000. Your score shows how you did the exam as a whole and whether or not you passed.
Scale scoring models are used to equate grades with multiple exam forms that may have slightly different difficulty levels. Scale scores are a mathematical conversion of the number of items a candidate correctly answers so that there is a consistent scale used in all forms of examination. When will I get my exam results? At the end of your exam, you will receive a pass or failure
notification on the test screen. Most of our exams use a scale scoring method. You will receive an email confirming the completion of your exam. Your detailed results will be available within five business days of the completion of your exam on your AWS certification account as part of previous exams. Our practice exams, as well as the AWS Cews Networking Certified
Specialized Examinations - Specialty and AWS Certified Big Data - use the original percentage rating method. You will receive an email after completing your exam, which includes your detailed exam results. Within five business days of the end of your exam, your AWS certification account will have a record of the results of your previous exams. Beta test results are generally
available 90 days (13 weeks) or less from the end of the beta exam. You will be notified by email once the results of your exam are available in your AWS certification account. Benefits and validation of certification Are there any benefits available to AWS certified individuals? In addition to validating your technical skills, AWS Certification offers tangible benefits to help you
showcase your accomplishments and advance your AWS expertise. Check out the AWS Certification Benefits page for a full list of benefits. Where can I access my benefits Access exclusive AWS certified benefits via aws.training. Once logged in, access your AWS certification account where you'll have access to all your benefits. Benefits will be available within five business days
of passing your exam. How can I check a person's certification status? To verify an AWS certification, ask the employee for an AWS Certification digital badge link. Through Credly's Acclaim platform, we provide digital badges to anyone who earns AWS certification to support recognition and verification. Each AWS digital certification badge has the option to who checks and
displays the issuer date and issuer (AWS Training and Certification). Links to AWS digital certification badges are unique for each AWS certified person. Digital badges can also be linked from social media profiles or on personal websites. You can also check a digital certificate using the validation number at the bottom right of an AWS certification certificate. Aws. download
certificates from their AWS certification account. Once you have the validation number, you can check the certification. How do I get an AWS certified loot? The AWS Certified Store gives AWS certified people the opportunity to purchase AWS-certified goods. Access to the AWS-certified store requires the success of one or more AWS certifications. Access to goods is based on
the certification you have obtained (e.g., partner, professional). Can I get a list of AWS certified people? No, AWS does not provide a list of AWS certified individuals. Many AWS certified individuals choose to share their certification status on public profiles and resumes. AWS Certification digital badges can be checked through Credly's Acclaim platform. What are AWS Certification
digital badges? AWS Certification provides digital badges as an advantage of earning an AWS certification to present certification status. We provide digital badges through Credly's Acclaim platform to provide flexible recognition and verification options. You can enjoy sharing a one-click badge on social media news feeds, tools to embed verifiable badges on websites or electronic
signatures, and an optional public profile with all AWS certification badges earned. Find out more. Why can't I find my digital badge on Credly's Acclaim platform? If your digital badge doesn't appear on Credly's Acclaim platform, you can have more than one AWS certification account. Please make sure you are logged into the account that holds your certification( If you have more
than one AWS certification account with the same email address, you will need to merge your accounts before claiming your badge on Credly's Acclaim platform. Please contact us for help. Assistance.
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